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LINGERIE IS GETTING SOFTER,
LIGHTER AND MORE DELICATE. CAYLEIGH
BRIGHT QUESTIONS WHETHER BRANDS ARE
SELLING SELF-LOVE, OR EXCLUSION?
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ecently, underwear trends
have taken a turn towards a
lighter side of life. Designers
are not acting on a whim:
buying trends have shown
that more women are choosing to
purchase bralettes, triangle bras and
soft-cup, sports bra styles rather than
more rigid underwired pieces. Retail
analytics site Edited has reported
remarkable numbers: while t he
number of padded bras available to
shoppers increased by just 17% in two
years, bralette numbers increased
by 123%. In what makes for a tooobvious joke, the number of push-up
styles available online has flattened
out – while the bralette market keeps
growing bigger.
The appeal of softer, more supple
lingerie isn’t difficult to see: these
pieces are more comfortable, they’re
designed simply enough for easy
transitions from day to night, and
they hold a new look for pieces that
haven’t changed much in years past,
save for the addition of a few bows
here and there. It’s also an answer
to the idea of having ‘everyday’ and
‘date night’ underwear – these pieces
are comfortable enough to wear
all day, but pretty enough for any
occasion, whether hidden, shown off
in accordance with the underwearas-outerwear trend, or revealed to
selected eyes only. As dress codes
relax and complicated corsetry can’t
be hidden under layers of clothing,
it’s unsurprising that the styles
which have found favour are those
practical enough for any outing
and beautiful enough to bare. For
many women, this is an appealingly
cost-effective solution, and one that
really speaks to anyone whose getready period between work and
after-hours engagements allows for a
fresh coat of lipstick and perhaps a
jacket change, rather than a lengthy
bubble bath, facemask, blow-dry and
fresh outfit.
It’s unsurprising that the language
of sel f-love works wel l i n t he
marketing materials for this kind
of item: words about being gentle
with yourself, taking it easy, and
finding time to relax, all go well
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with underwear that’s an antidote to
yesteryear’s corset-like constructions,
scratchy lace and poking underwire. The
fabric kept closest to your skin should,
indeed, feel good and make you feel good
about yourself.
With women’s bodies policed and
cont rol led pret t y much since t he
beginning of time, it’s no surprise that
underwear has played a role in the
political and personal. Breasts have
been bound to fit the flat-chested look
fashionable in the ’20s, boosted with the
help of push-up bras invented in the ’60s,
and held in all manner of practical and
impractical containment between, before
and since.
Today, freeing the nipple has had a
moment on social media, encouraging
users of platforms such as Instagram to
bare their breasts and expose the double
standard of censoring images of female
nipples while allowing male chests to go
uncovered. Out in the real world, going
braless continues to attract unwanted
attention – just ask any woman who’s
tried it, or the schoolgirl in America,
who recently made news by speaking out
when she was told to put plasters over
her nipples as they were a ‘distraction’
to boys in her class because she was
not wearing a bra under her longsleeved shirt. The myth of bra burning,
meanwhile, persists: feminists did not,
in fact, ignite underwear in protest, but
the term ‘bra burner’ hangs around to be
used as shorthand for other clichés like
‘angry feminist’. Whether it’s intended
to be negative or not, the connotation is
clear: bras are a political issue, and going
without one is a progressive move.
So, are our collective breasts finally
breaking free? Well, yes and no.
The focus on ‘natural’ as ideal is
harmful to women in many ways: if it’s
not a mansplainer on Twitter telling
‘ladies’ that their weaves, fake nails
or skilful make-up applications are
‘deceptive’, it’s mothers-to-be feeling
pressured into striving for a natural birth
– and even the idea that some types of
lingerie are designed for women who are
all about ‘pleasing’ a man while others
are intrinsically more feminist-minded.
Marketing bralettes as a close-to-nature
alternative to conventional underwear
– including all manner of support,
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Most surveys find the average breast
is leading to an increase in the creation
size of South African women to be
of styles that are created for those who
somewhere around a B cup – making us
find simplicity as beautiful as ruff les
one of only two African countries with
and bows. Savvy to buying trends, the
an average cup size larger than an A,
brains behind the likes of lingerie luxury
significantly smaller than the UK and
brand Agent Provocateur are launching
Australia’s average Ds, and America’s
new projects that cater to a younger,
E or larger. In other words, the average
increasingly gender-fluid market.
body in Africa is not in need of that
In many ways, the intentions behind
much support from a bra, but those
the creation of these items are irrelevant:
excluded are likely to be the same people
if they’re indeed a marketing gimmick,
whose shapes aren’t represented in
these moves still show that brands are
most marketing.
aware of the selling power that comes
Being left out of a trend because
with creating products for a diverse
of your body shape is disheartening
range of consumers with numerous,
enough, but add a layer of when the
sometimes niche needs. Maybe even
language of self-love comes to be
more signif icant ly, it shows t heir
associated with one specific aesthetic –
understanding of an important part of
and it’s a look that’s inaccessible to most
the millennial mindset: that a generation
– and there’s the underlying assumption
who values inclusivity will be attracted
that self-confidence is only available to
rather than scared off by a brand
those who look a certain way.
that associates itself with looks and
Perhaps the best way to treat the
personalities outside of conventionally
bralette is as a trend and nothing more.
attractive norms.
As time passes, it’s likely to become just
In the end, it’s about ensuring that
another style that hangs alongside plunge
your own comfort and confidence – and
bras, balconettes, and strapless styles,
not that of those around you – comes
with some of its characteristics melding
first. That’s the only way to really
with more supportive styles for all of the
revolutionise what we have, or don’t,
prettiness and none of the pain. And
underneath our clothes. If the bra fits,
what about the idea that certain types
wear it. £
of underwear cater to the male gaze
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